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Abstract—One of the common problems businesses need to solve is how to use large volumes of sales histories, Web transactions,
and other data to understand the behavior of their customers and increase their revenues. Bar charts are widely used for daily analysis,
but only show highly aggregated data. Users often need to visualize detailed multidimensional information reflecting the health of their
businesses. In this paper, we propose an innovative visualization solution based on the use of value cells within bar charts to represent
business metrics. The value of a transaction can be discretized into one or multiple cells: high-value transactions are mapped to
multiple value cells, whereas many small-value transactions are combined into one cell. With value-cell bar charts, users can
1) visualize transaction value distributions and correlations, 2) identify high-value transactions and outliers at a glance, and 3) instantly
display values at the transaction record level. Value-Cell Bar Charts have been applied with success to different sales and IT service
usage applications, demonstrating the benefits of the technique over traditional charting techniques. A comparison with two variants of
the well-known Treemap technique and our earlier work on Pixel Bar Charts is also included.
Index Terms—Information visualization, multivariate visualization, visualization techniques, methodologies.
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INTRODUCTION

T

HE rapid

increase of automatically collected data has led
to the availability of large volumes of business transaction data. Many research efforts have focused on how to
turn the raw data into valuable information. For the
exploration of large multidimensional data, analysts want
to identify problem areas at a glance, with the possibility to
easily drill into problem areas to get detailed information.
Therefore, we need to present an overview of the data and
at the same time show detailed information for each data
item. For the exploration of large volumes of multiattribute
data, the current charts and tables are not able to show
important information such as
.
.
.

data distribution of multiple attributes,
patterns, correlations, trends, and exceptions, and
detailed information, for example, each sales transaction with price, location, time, and so forth.

1.1 Related Work
Bar Charts are the most simple presentation graphics;
however, bar charts show only aggregated values such as
total sales for each month, as shown in Fig. 1. In bar charts,
due to the aggregation, valuable information often gets lost.
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The usefulness of bar charts is especially limited if the user
is interested in relationships between the different attributes
such as product price, number of orders, and quantities.
The reason for this limitation is that multiple bar charts for
different attributes do not support the discovery and
correlation of interesting subsets, which is one of the main
tasks in mining transaction data.
A number of visualization techniques have shown the
usefulness of visual data exploration [4], [5], [6] for discovering patterns and trends in multidimensional data. For
example, Tableau’s visual spreadsheet [11] and SpotFire’s
visual data exploration interface [10] are widely used by
business managers to make daily decisions. Space-filling
techniques such as squarified treemaps [2] and screen-filling
curves [12] are also used for visualizing hundreds or even
thousands of data records.1 For visualizing even larger
amounts of data, pixel-oriented techniques, which use each
pixel to represent one data value, can be used. In the VisDB
system [8], for example, each pixel is arranged and colored to
indicate an item’s relevance to a user query. Another wellknown technique that uses pixel-level visualization is the
Seesoft software visualization technique [15], which maps
each line of source code to a line of pixels. Pixel techniques
have also been used to build interactive decision tree
classifiers based on a visualization of the training data [1].

1.2 Two Ideas to Solve the Problem
To explore large transaction databases, we previously
introduced Pixel Bar Charts [7] as a technique for visualizing detailed transaction data. Pixel Bar Charts are derived
from bar charts and present the transaction directly instead
of aggregating them into a few average values.
The approach is to represent each transaction (for
example, the price of a transaction) by a single pixel in
the bar chart, as shown in Fig. 2. The detailed information of
1. We discuss two treemap variants in more detail in Section 5.
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. Monthly sales bar chart showing aggregated data values.

an attribute such as the price of a transaction is encoded in
the pixel color. The real value can be displayed as needed.
The size of a bar corresponds to the number of transactions,
but not the total value of the transactions as in traditional
bar charts. For example, store managers can see in the Pixel
Bar Chart in Fig. 2 that there are a large number of green
and yellow colored transactions (under $50) in all bars, but
do not see how much (in dollars) these low sales contribute
to their business.
While monitoring and analyzing business operations,
analysts should be able to visualize the data based on both
the number of transactions (as in pixel bar charts) and the
total value of the transactions (as in traditional bar charts) to
be able to identify the transactions that are important to
their business. In this paper, we therefore combine the two
concepts and introduce the concept of value-cell bar charts.
Value-Cell Bar Charts represent a transaction value (the
price of an invoice) using a rectangular cell inside a bar, as
shown in Fig. 3. The height of each bar corresponds to the
total transaction value as in traditional bar charts, but the
important individual transactions (transactions with a high
value) are still directly visible within the bars. Transactions
with high values correspond to multiple cells, whereas
multiple small transactions may be represented by one cell.
In Section 2, we describe the basic concepts of Value-Cell
Bar Charts and the algorithm to generate them. In Section 3,

Fig. 3. Definition of value-cell bar charts.

Fig. 2. Pixel bar chart showing sales transaction distribution (x-axis:
month; y-axis ordering: price; color: price).

we provide several application examples and show the
usefulness of value-cell bar charts, and, in Sections 4 and 5,
we compare them to Pixel Bar Charts and two Treemap
variants.

2

OUR APPROACH—THE BASIC IDEA
VALUE-CELL BAR CHARTS

OF

The basic idea of Value-Cell Bar Charts is to partition the
bars of traditional bar charts into cells. Each cell corresponds to a fixed portion of the aggregated value of the bar.
The number of cells corresponding to a transaction depends
on its value, for example, the price of the invoice. Highvalue transactions are mapped to multiple cells. Many lowvalue transactions may be combined into one cell. ValueCell Bar Charts use fixed width bars.

2.1 Value-Cell Definition
Value-Cell Bar Charts are designed for visualizing any type of
transaction data. Transaction data sets are usually large
multiattribute data sets with some categorical or nominal
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Fig. 4. Monthly value-cell bar chart showing sales value distribution and an outlier (x-axis: month; y-axis ordering: price; color: price).

attributes and some numeric attributes. The categorical or
nominal attributes (for example, month) are used for
partitioning the data into bars, whereas the numeric
attributes (for example, price) are used to determine the
height of the bars. To show individual transaction values,
which are not shown in traditional bar charts, all bars are
partitioned into value cells, as indicated in Fig. 3. A cell
represents a certain value and is visually shown as a small
rectangle of fixed size (not necessarily with a border). The
value cell size is defined by the total value of the bar
(BarV alue), the bar area (BarW idth  BarHeight), the cell
value (CellV alue), and the number of Cells in X-direction
within the bar (#CellsX). Under the assumption that there
are no rounding effects, the cell size can then be computed as

use a color map ranging from yellow for low values,
through green, blue, and burgundy, to red for high values.
In Fig. 3, for example, the transactions T1, T2, and T3 are
combined into one yellow cell, whereas transaction T8 is
represented by nine red cells.
The color map has been carefully chosen to show the
main variance of the data by the brightness of the color
scheme while still using a wide range of colors. The only
exception are the red colors on the top end of the color
scheme in Figs. 4, 9, 10, and 11, which were added to show
high exception values. Note that the choice of the color
scheme depends on the specific application needs, and
different color maps can be used in our system to fulfill
those needs.

BarW idth
;
#CellsX
CellV alue BarW idth  BarHeight

:
CellHeight ¼
CellW idth
BarV alue

2.2 Value-Cell Algorithm
The value-cell placement within one bar is an interesting
problem. The task is to minimize the error introduced by
mapping transaction values to cells. In doing this, there is a
trade-off between minimizing the overall error for the
height of the bar corresponding to the aggregated value and
the discretization error for each transaction. If we simply
round each transaction value to the closest number of cells
(normal rounding), we may introduce a very large overall
error in cases where most transaction values have to be
rounded up (or rounded down) by a significant margin.
Our algorithm tries to keep the overall error small by
considering the overall rounding error in each step. The
algorithm determines the number of cells for each transaction t ð#Cellst Þ such that all cells together fill up the bar,
that is, we have a total of
X
#Cellst ¼ #CellsT otal
t

CellW idth ¼

The bar width is fixed. The bar height varies according to the
total bar value. Now, considering rounding effects, we obtain


BarHeight
#CellsY ¼ Round
:
CellHeight
The total number of cells is
#CellsT otal ¼ #CellsX  #CellsY :
CellV alue and #CellsX are parameters of the algorithm,
which can be automatically adapted according to the input
data. For example, in Fig. 3, the width of B bar is 100 pixels,
the height is 168 pixels, and the bar total value is $4,200.
The parameter #CellsX is set to 4 and CellV alue is $150. In
this case, we get 25 pixels as CellW idth and 24 pixels as
CellHeight. The cell size is 600 pixels (25  24) as shown in
the B bar.
The cell color corresponds to a value of the transaction.
In the special case, when multiple transactions are
aggregated into one cell, the color corresponds to the
average value of the transactions contained in the cell. We

cells, and the sum of all discretization errors
X
jDiscretizationErrort j
t
should be minimal.
The algorithm to determine the Value-Cell Bar Chart tries
to determine the optimal number of cells for each transaction.
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This may lead to an error in the total height of the bar, which
may be too high in cases of positive rounding effects or too
low in cases of negative rounding effects. Since errors in the
total height are not tolerable, in these cases, we have to adjust
the number of cells for some transactions. The algorithm uses
two lists, the PositiveErrorList and the NegativeErrorList,
which are both sorted according to the discretization error, to
adjust the number of cells for transactions that have the
highest discretization error. If the total bar size is too high, we
iteratively take the first (GetFirst) transaction from the
NegativeErrorList until the total bar size is correct; if the total
bar size is too low, we use the PositiveErrorList instead. The
whole algorithm works as follows:
1. Calculate CellW idth and CellHeight (see Section 2.1).
2. Sort the transactions t by increasing transaction value
V aluet .
3. For each transaction tcalculates:

V aluet
#CellsOptt ¼ Round CellV
alue ;
#CellsMint ¼



V aluet
CellV alue



DiscretizationErrort ¼

#CellsMaxt ¼
V aluet
CellV alue



V aluet
CellV alue

;

 V aluet 
 Round CellV
alue :

4. For each transaction t:
#Cellst ¼ #CellsOptt
Combine small cells;
5. If
P
t #Cellst <> #CellsT otal
then
For each transaction t:
If
#CellsOptt ¼¼ #CellsMint
then Insert (t, PositiveErrorList)
else Insert (t, NegativeErrorList)
P
6. If
t #Cellst > #CellsT otal
then
Sort NegativeErrorList according to decreasing
jDiscretizationErrort j
Repeat
tmp ¼ GetfirstðNegativeErrorListÞ
#Cellstmp :¼ #CellsMintmp
until
P
t #Cellst ¼ #CellsT otal
else
Sort PositiveErrorList according to decreasing
jDiscretizationErrort j
Repeat
tmp ¼ GetfirstðP ositiveErrorListÞ
#Cellstmp :¼ #CellsMaxtmp
until
P
t #Cellst ¼ #CellsT otal
7. Draw the cells starting in the bottom left corner with the
transaction with the lowest value and proceeding to the
upper right corner for the transaction with the highest
value. The cell color corresponds to the value of the
transaction contained in the cell. If the cell contains more
than one transaction, then the cell color is the average
value of all transactions in the cell.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the B bar contains eight
transactions (T1-T8). The yellow cell, at the bottom left of
the bar, contains three transactions (T1, T2, and T3)
corresponding to transaction values $20, $30, and $100.
The nine top red cells represent transaction T8 ($1,350). The
mapping of the other transactions (T4-T7) into cells is listed
at the right side of Fig. 3. Note that, in this simple example,
no rounding effects occur, and therefore, the total bar size
corresponds exactly to the desired bar size, which means
that Steps 5 and 6 will not be executed.
It P
can be shown that the algorithm always terminates and
that T jDiscretizationErrorT j is minimal. The complexity
of the algorithm is jT j log jT j since the algorithm is
dominated by the sorting (Steps 2 and 5), where T is the
total number of transactions.

2.3 Advantages of Value-Cell Bar Charts
The advantages of Value-Cell Bar Charts for visualizing
transaction data are
bars heights of Value-Cell Bar Charts corresponds to
aggregated transaction values (as in normal bar
charts);
. transaction value distributions, correlations, and
outliers are consistently visualized within the
value-cell bar chart;
. transactions that contribute the most to the total
value can be easily identified since high-value data
are mapped into multiple cells and multiple low
value data into one cell; and
. multiple variables can be shown by multiple valuecell bar charts with the same layout, allowing an
analysis of their relationships.
Note that Value-Cell Bar Charts are different from existing
visualization techniques: On one side, they differ from bar
charts since they show each individual transaction as long
as its value corresponds to one cell. Even stacked bar charts
show only few data values (for example, a few categories)
per bar, but not individual transactions. On the other side,
value-cell bar charts differ from space-filling layouts such as
treemaps or Pixel Bar Charts since they retain the powerful
and widely used bar chart paradigm that the bar height
corresponds to the aggregated transaction value.2 The
comparisons provided in Sections 4 and 5 will show the
differences more clearly.
.
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APPLICATIONS

We applied the Value-Cell Bar Chart technique to a number
of real-world sales and service usage (for example,
audioconference and telephone) data sets. For example,
the sales team uses Value-Cell Bar Charts to determine
which parts of the sales contribute the most and to compare
sales patterns and trends for planning sales promotions.
The IT service managers also use Value-Cell Bar Charts to
observe daily usage distributions and correlations and to
drill into problem areas to get detailed information to
optimize the cost.
2. The development of Value-Cell Bar Charts was triggered by the daily
use of Pixel Bar Charts in a sales analysis application where the users
wanted the bar height to correspond to the aggregated sales value instead of
the number of transactions.

5

Fig. 5. (a) Audioconference daily charge distribution showing the light and dark green areas contribute the most to the total charges. (x-axis: day;
y-axis ordering: charge; color: charge). Showing 1) the long conferences (burgundy) at the top of the bars, above 3,000 minutes, correlate to high
charges (no spotted colors), 2) the short conferences (yellow and green, under 500 minutes) at the bottom of the bars correlate with low charges (no
spotted colors), and 3) a large number of spotted blue colors is in the green and blue areas (1,000 to 2,000 minutes) with low correlation to charges.
(b) A drill down from day 17 showing that Sprint has the largest green area (charges under $30) (x-axis: service provider; y-axis ordering: charge;
color: charge). Showing 1) the conferences under 30 participants (green and yellow) correlate to low charges (less spotted colors) and 2) the
conference above 100 participant (burgundy and blue) not correlate to high charges (spotted colors).

3.1 Sales Value Distribution Analysis
Fig. 1 illustrates a traditional monthly sales bar chart
showing the total sales price by month.
When only aggregated values are shown, important
information may get lost. Fig. 2 illustrates a Pixel Bar Chart
showing the monthly sales volume distribution colored
with each transaction value. In Fig. 4, we use the same data
(42,074 transactions) to construct a Value-Cell Bar Chart,
showing the sales value distributions. The size of a bar
represents the total value of a month. The value of a
transaction is discretized into one or multiple cells. The
large red and burgundy areas contain transactions with
high values above $1,000. The reason why the red and
burgundy areas occupy more space is because they
contribute more to the total sales amount than the lowvalue transactions in the green and yellow areas. Each
month has the high-value transactions (large areas in red).
In Month 4, the high-value transactions (red and
burgundy) contribute an unusual high amount to the total
sales. However, in Month 12, the medium and low
transactions under $500 (blue, green, and yellow areas)
contribute more to the sales than the high-value transactions above $1,000 (red and burgundy areas). Users can drill
down to the detailed information on an outlier such as the
highest transaction value, $45,288,920 in Month 6.
3.2 IT-Service Usage and Correlation Analysis
In an audioconference application (233,238 conference
records), service managers want to analyze the usage
patterns and correlations among different attributes (that
is, charges, the length of the phone conferences, and the

number of participants) to detect potential cost savings.
Examples of what customers typically ask are listed as
follows:
What are the users calling behaviors? What are the
charges? Which day has the most calls?
. Who is my best service provider?
. Does the conference charge correlate with the length
of the conferences and the number of participants?
From Value-Cell Bar Chart in Fig. 5a, service managers
can easily answer the first question, “The large light and
dark green areas ($10-$40) show substantial contributions to
the total conference charges.” The weekly usage pattern
indicates that Tuesdays through Thursdays has higher
usages than Mondays and Fridays. Another interesting
observation is a drop in yellow cells (under $10) in the last
two weeks.
To answer the second question, service managers can
drill down into a day to see a breakdown of costs by service
providers, as illustrated in Fig. 5b. They can quickly see that
Sprint has the largest green area with much smaller charges
(under $30) than the other two service providers (AT&T
and Intercall).
Value-Cell Bar Charts can be used to visualize correlations between different attributes. Figs. 6a and 6b show the
correlation between the charges of a conference and the
length of the conference or the number of participants. In
Fig. 6a, cells are arranged by charges from the lowest/
bottom to the highest/top. Each cell is colored by the length
of the conference. Service managers can see by looking at
the pattern of colors in the bars that the longer length of
.
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Fig. 6. (a) Correlation between audioconference charges and minutes (x-axis: day; y-axis ordering: charge; color: minutes). Showing 1) the long
conferences (burgundy) at the top of the bars, above 3,000 minutes, correlate to high charges (no spotted colors), 2) the short conferences (yellow
and green, under 500 minutes) at the bottom of the bars correlate with low charges (no spotted colors), and 3) a large number of spotted blue colors
is in the green and blue areas (1,000 to 2,000 minutes) with low correlation to charges. (b) Correlation between audioconference charges and
participants (x-axis: day; y-axis ordering: charge; color: participants). Showing 1) the conferences under 30 participants (green and yellow) correlate
to low charges (less spotted colors) and 2) the conference above 100 participant (burgundy and blue) not correlate to high charges (spotted colors).

conferences should have the same changing pace as the
higher charged conferences. The high-charge conference at
the top of a bar correlates to a very long conference (above
66,000 minutes) and more than 800 participants as shown
by white rectangles in Figs. 6a and 6b.
Spotted color cells indicate that the two attributes do not
perfectly correlate. Service managers can find the degree of
the correlations by comparing the spotted areas. By observing
Figs. 6a and 6b, service managers can conclude and answer
the third question that conference charges are more correlated to the conference time than the number of participants in
the long conferences (above 3,000 minutes). Conference
charges are less correlated than the number of participants
in the medium conferences (1,000-2,000 minutes).
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COMPLEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF VALUE-CELL
BAR CHARTS AND PIXEL BAR CHARTS

Pixel Bar Charts can also be used to visualize transactionlevel data. However, there is an important difference: Pixel
Bar Charts show each transaction independent of its value
by one pixel, whereas in Value-Cell Bar Charts, one
transaction may correspond to a large number of cells
depending on its value. In addition, traditional Pixel Bar
Charts are space-filling arrangements, whereas in ValueCell Bar Charts, the height of the bar corresponds to the
aggregated value.
Fig. 7a shows a traditional Pixel Bar Chart [7]. The width
of the bar represents the number of transactions (invoices),
and the color represents the value (price) attribute from low
(yellow, $1.99) to high (burgundy, $45,290). For the purpose
of comparison, we implemented a variant of nonspacefilling variant of Pixel Bar Charts with fixed width and the
height corresponding to the number of transactions not
their value. Fig. 7b shows the resulting visualization. The
pixels within a bar are sorted and arranged from left to right

and bottom to top to show the distribution of transactions
relative to the price attribute.
In contrast, Fig. 7c shows a Value-Cell Bar Chart, which
provides a view of the transaction value distribution. Users
can easily find an outlier ($45,290) on the top of the Japan
bar with its larger area. Also, users can find that the sales in
the burgundy areas have transactions ($1,000) that are more
important (larger area) than the sales from the blue areas
($300-$500).
It is interesting to compare Figs. 7b and 7c. For example,
there are many transactions under $150 shown as green and
yellow areas in Fig. 7b, but their total value is low as shown
by the small green and yellow areas in Fig. 7c. Also, Fig. 7b
shows that there are only about 1/8th of the transactions are
above $1,000 (burgundy). Fig. 7c shows that they worth
roughly the half value of all transactions (half the bar area
in Japan is burgundy). The key differences between the two
charts in Figs. 7b and 7c are summarized in Table 1.
Both Value-Cell Bar Charts and Pixel Bar Charts
complement each other: one provides a value view and
the other provides a volume view. Users need both of them
to have a complete picture of their business, without having
to sift through many pages of tables and charts to understand their data.

5

COMPARISON OF VALUE-CELL BAR CHARTS
WITH TREEMAPS AND STACKED BAR CHARTS

Treemaps [9] are probably the most well-known spacefilling technique for visualizing hierarchically structured
data by value. It has been continuously improved with
many effective algorithms (for example, [3], [13]). To
address the question “Could we use treemaps to achieve
the same results as Value-Cell Bar Charts?” we employ strip
treemaps and squarified treemaps with and without
cushion style rendering. The two variants of treemaps use
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Fig. 7. (a) A traditional pixel bar chart where each pixel represents one transaction (x-axis: region; y-ordering: price; color: price). (b) New pixel bar
chart variant where the height corresponds to the number of invoices (transactions). Each pixel represents one invoice. The area of the bar
represents the number of invoices (x-axis: region; y-ordering: price; color: price). (c) Value-cell bar chart one invoice (transaction) is represented by
multiple cells or a portion of a cell according to its price (value) (x-axis: region; y-ordering: price; color: price).

areas and colors to represent data values and are Treemap
variants closely related to the Value-Cell Bar Chart
technique. The sales data set has two hierarchical levels.
The first level is sales regions. The second level is sales
transactions, as shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 9a illustrates a strip treemap showing 357 invoices,
and Fig. 9b illustrates a squarified treemap showing
42,074 invoices. Fig. 9c shows a strip cushion treemap
with 1,025 invoices, and Fig. 9d shows a squarified
cushion treemap showing the same data, as in Fig. 9b.
The corresponding Value-Cell Bar Charts are shown in
Figs. 9e and 9f.

5.1 Comparison to Strip Treemaps
In Fig. 9a, the strip treemap uses an alternating vertical and
horizontal splitting to fill each vertical strip (region) with
horizontal strips (transactions). Each small strip represents
a transaction. The size and color of the strip represents the
value of the transaction. In Fig. 9c, a strip treemap without

borders but with cushion style rendering is shown for a
larger data set, and in Fig. 9e, the corresponding Value-Cell
Bar Chart fills the bar (region) with value cells. The color of
the cells represents the value of the transactions, and the
cells are ordered from bottom to top.
In Figs. 9a and 9b, we can make the following
observations:
.

.

Both strip treemaps and Value-Cell Bar Charts
visualize distributions and patterns using size and
color.
Strip treemaps use the equal-height and differentwidth layout, whereas Value-Cell Bar Charts use the
different-height and equal-width layout (same as the
regular bar charts). Space-filling layouts such as the
strip treemap have the advantage of fully using the
available screen space, which leads to larger areas
and higher visibility for each transaction. In contrast,
the equal width bars of Value-Cell Bar Charts allow
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Value-Cell Bar Charts and Pixel Bar Charts

Fig. 8. A sales data structure.

In contrast, the Value-Cell Bar Chart in Fig. 10b—here
shown in a variant that distinguishes negative and positive
transactions—retains the advantages of regular bar charts.
In addition, value-cell bar charts allow an easy correlation
analysis by mapping different values to color, as shown in
Fig. 10c. Note the low correlation between transaction price
and discount across most product types.

5.2 Comparison to Squarified Treemaps
Fig. 9b illustrates a squarified treemap with borders, and
Fig. 9d illustrates one without borders but with cushions.
The squarified treemap uses a recursive algorithm to divide
a rectangle (region) into smaller rectangles (transactions).
The size and color of a square corresponds to the sales price.
The comparison with Value-Cell Bar Charts shows the
following:
.

.
3

Can also be varied as in the new variant shown in Fig. 7b.

a better comparison of the aggregated transaction
value as it is possible with traditional bar charts. For
example, it is easier to compare the total value
(height) of Germany, India, and Spain in the ValueCell Bar Chart than comparing their width in the
strip treemap.
. Value-Cell Bar Charts allow users to easily identify
and compare outliers. In Fig. 9c, for example, it is
hard to compare the highest value transaction for
England (second partition) with that for the US (last
partition). In Fig. 9e, because the Value-Cell Bar
Chart uses the consistent (equal) size cells in all bars,
it is easier to compare them.
. Value-Cell Bar Charts can scale to large volumes of
transactions, whereas with strip treemaps, it becomes
difficult to visualize thousands of transactions due to
the resulting very thin slices. In Fig. 9a, we only show
375 transactions. The number of transactions can be
increased by removing the white borders and using a
cushion style rendering, as shown in Fig. 9c, where
1,025 transactions are shown. A corresponding valuecell bar chart is shown in Fig. 9e.
Fig. 10a shows a Cushion Treemap [13] of 40,525 sales
transactions partitioned into 23 product types. The cushions
improve the traditional treemaps by allowing an easier
perception of the boundary between areas. The resulting
visualizations work well and are visually appealing.
However, it is not possible to draw cushions if the areas
become too narrow as in the lower portions of the wider
bars in Fig. 10a.

.

.

Both Value-Cell Bar Charts and squarified treemaps
can identify transactions that contribute the most to
the total value by their size. High-value transactions
have larger sizes than low-value transactions.
Squarified treemaps [14] were designed to visualize
hierarchical information based on aggregated data,
and this is what treemaps are most useful for. ValueCell Bar Charts cannot show multilevel hierarchical
data structures in one display. Users may only drill
down to see the next levels of the hierarchy.
Although the Value-Cell Bar Charts have a simple
ordering according to the transaction value from
bottom to top, the squarified treemaps shown in
Figs. 9b and 9d have a 2D ordering from the lower
right to upper left, which is clearly visible, but due to
its 2D nature, it is more difficult to follow (for
example, darker brown areas for the US are in the
lower left and upper right areas of the US rectangle).
The layout of the original treemap was not intended
to be used for observing transaction-level information until recently [16]. There are a large numbers of
invisible squares in Fig. 9b. After removing the
partitioning lines in Fig. 9d, more small rectangles
become visible. Value-Cell Bar Charts were designed
for transaction-level data and, therefore, scale well to
large data sets, as shown in Fig. 9f.

5.3 Comparison to Stacked Bar Charts
Finally, we compare the Value-Cell Bar Chart with
traditional Stacked Bar Charts. Fig. 11a shows a Stacked
Bar Chart of regional sales data, showing aggregated
information for certain price ranges. With Value-Cell Bar
Charts, we can easily achieve a similar effect by using a
color mapping with few distinct colors. However, we can
also use a continuous color mapping, which shows the real
distribution of values, as shown in Fig. 11b, which is not
possible with stacked bar charts. In addition, a direct access
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Fig. 9. Comparison with treemaps. (a) A strip treemap for regional sales transactions (first level: region, second level: transaction; color: price)
(357 invoices with white borders). (b) A squarified treemap for regional sales transactions (first level: region; second level: transaction; color: price)
(42,074 invoices with white borders). (c) A strip cushion treemap for regional sales transactions (first level: region, second level: transaction; color: price)
(1,025 invoices without white borders). (d) A squarified cushion treemap for regional sales transactions (first level: region; second level: transaction;
color: price) (42,074 invoices without white borders). (e) A value-cell bar chart for regional sales transactions (x-axis: region; y-ordering: price; color:
price, 1,025 invoices). (f) A value-cell bar chart for regional sales transactions (x-axis: region; y-ordering: price; color: price, 42,074 invoices).

to the detailed transaction data is possible and additional
transaction values may be mapped to color to analyze
correlations. Note that the discontinuity of the color
mapping used in Fig. 11b leads to a similar effect as a
Stacked Bar Chart.

6

CONCLUSION

Value-Cell Bar Charts are simple and easy to use. They
allow users to visually analyze large transaction data sets
and capitalize on the popularity of the daily used regular
bar charts. While retaining the advantages of regular bar
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Fig. 10. (a) Product type sales analysis cushion treemap (first level: product type; second level: transaction; color: price) (40,525 invoices). (b) Product
positive and negative sales analysis value-cell bar chart (x-axis: product type; y-axis ordering: price; color: price) (40,525 invoices). (c) Value-cell bar
chart showing low correlation between transaction price and discount many high-price transactions with low discounts (that is, the highest price
transaction at the top of the bar, but color yellow means low discount) (x-axis: product type; y-axis ordering: price; color: discount) (40,525 invoices).

charts, they help users to drill down to the transaction level
and find the most important transactions in their data. The

combination of the Value-Cell Bar Charts and the Pixel Bar
Charts provides patterns and trends in both volume and

11

Fig. 11. (a) Stacked bar chart showing sales transaction aggregated for different price ranges. (b) Value-cell bar chart showing real distribution of
transaction value (price) using a continuous color mapping.

value aspects. At the same time, it shows the detailed
information and allows root-cause detection without requiring the user to click through many charts and listings.
Our applications using real-world sales and IT service
usage data show the wide applicability and usefulness of
our new technique. Future work will be in the areas of
alternative solutions to the rounding and aggregation
problems for optimizing cell placements. In addition, we
plan to draw outlines or cushions for large transactions
within a bar to better visualize their transaction boundaries.
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